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Lin Hao was also quite speechless: "Young Master Chen? What, did your ancestor not make it
clear to you? Why don't I invite your ancestor over to talk to you properly?"

Chen Haobei's expression suddenly straightened as he heard this, and he

quickly waved his hand, "No, no need! Our ancestor is quite free, but how can I ask you to call

him over, Mr. Lin Hao?

"Then you want to do ha!"

"Nothing else, I came all the way here to make amends to Mr. Lin Hao, it was
my fault before, I was dog-eyed, I shouldn't have looked down on people, please forgive me

Mr. Lin Hao, and Little Shi Palace Master, it was my uncle's fault for slandering your father,
uncle confesses his mistake to you, please give me a chance to redeem myself okay?" Chen
Haobei put his posture extremely low and extremely low.

"Mum says it's a good boy if he can change his ways, so since you've apologised,
I'll forgive you, but forget about the food." Lin Ruoshi still did not want to eat what Chen

Haobei had given her.

Lin Hao was at a loss as to what he was trying to do.



He was so quick to give in? He looked sincere, but the bruise Lin Ruoshi had
given him was still on his face, how could he turn around so quickly? This is not scientific!

When he heard Lin Ruoshi's words, Chen Haobei was overjoyed, "No, no, no,
the little princess has forgiven me, so will she accept me soon? The goddess will also be

impressed with me after taking down the little princess, right? Will the goddess look at me?

"No, little princess, if you don't give me a chance to treat you, then I think you
haven't forgiven me, and these ingredients are flown in, so if you don't eat them, they'll be
wasted, so it's a shame to waste them." Chen Haobei was not willing to let go of this
opportunity.

"No way, let uncle you spend so much money how bad, I better not, I go with
dad to eat, you grab a little may still be able to return, really can not sell on it, less loss." Lin
Ruoshi, on the other hand, still refused.

No merit, although this guy said dad, but he also beat him up, and he also

apologized, this matter is even, if again late his meal, it is not even? No way no way.

"Wow, little princess you are also too sweet, wow wow wow, so happy, little
princess is really hearted uncle, surprisingly hearted uncle's money waste, you can be too
understanding, I like." Chen Haobei was happy fart.

Lei Ling, on the other hand, was crying and laughing, this is the king of kings
among dog lickers, right?



What do you mean by heartily wasting your money, it's totally and simply

disgusting to refuse you this meal, right!

"Dad, this uncle is so strange, do you think the brain damage will be passed on
from person to person?" Lin Ruoshi hid behind Lin Hao with a fearful face, looking at Chen
Haobei with strange eyes.

But Chen Haobei did not feel the least bit wrong, but instead gloated: Ness, the
little princess is starting to be good to me? I'm not sure I'm going to be able to get the job

done. It's amazing, falling in love with a man starts with being nice to that man! The most
important thing is that you are the best, keep up the good work.

You have to get out of here!"

The amusement park was at its most crowded at this time, and the key was

that Chen Haobei was an absolute celebrity in the demon capital, the target of many female
sea kings.

However, now the object they want to rip off, at the moment is frantically

self-raiding, is also deadly.

"Fine, if you don't eat, you don't eat, but I still say sorry, the matter of Xiyan is
my fault for causing you guys trouble." Chen Haobei looked sincere and said so earnestly, then
jerked his head up and said with deep emotion, "I do love Qiyan, she's my goddess! I love her
so much that I can't help myself ......"



"Wait a minute, what the hell can't help myself?" The people watching nearby
had their ears pricked up to listen.
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"You don't have to have someone to love them and you shouldn't intrude on their life, I don't
mind that she has a husband, I don't mind even more that she already has a child, I just love
her!"

Crap!

Lin Hao gave this bastard a whole lot of doubts about his life.

Lin Hao: Bitch, hetui!

I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to get a good deal on this.

"The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. The
actual fact is that you'll be able to get a lot more than just a few of these. "Lei Ling rolled his
eyes towards Chen Haobei and hurriedly left with Lin Hao.

"No! I'm fine, I'm not? Di Yi Fu Shan Di Di Yi Pao? sick, I love you, what does
it matter to you, I will never give up! Shen Xiyan I love you, even if you don't love me, even
if you don't even look me in the eye, but I just love you, what can I do!" Chen Haobei yelled



at the back of Lin Hao and the others, and after yelling he helplessly spread his hands, falling

in love with someone who doesn't love him is so helpless ( ▽ ) .

The whole crowd of onlookers who had eaten next to him was in an uproar.

"Crap crap crap, no mistake, right? The Demon Capital's Da Ming Ming's Chen
Hai Wang has folded his arms? He's not only ruined, he's no longer raising fish, but he's also
fucking in love with a married woman, and his daughter is already so old! I don't know, big
news!"

"Nonsense, maybe he just simply likes human wives, besides, look how cute

and pretty that little girl is just now, her mother must be gorgeous!"

"Oooh, it's over heartbreak, I've lost my love, brother Chen you love her so
much and she's being unreasonable, even marrying someone else to have a baby and not even

looking at you directly. But I am different, I will only be heartbroken brother, brother Chen I
want to give you monkeys!" A pitiful voice rang out.

All of a sudden, the whole room was silent, and all eyes looked at a beautiful

woman who looked delicate and pitiful among the onlookers, and then everyone spoke up:
"Bitch! You green tea whore!"

"Hehe, mortals, what do you know, loving your goddess is called love, licking
her is called beloved." Chen Haobei sneered disdainfully, turned around and got into the

luxury car and quickly left.



The crowd was confused by Chen Haobei's presence, and almost at the same

time a thought came to their minds: "Mmp, this green tea and young Chen really match!

Lin Ruoshi and the others didn't stay below the demon capital, but went
straight back to the sea tide immortal palace, not to mention, the food cooked by these

immortal slaves was really delicious, after all, they were servants who had served immortals.

What five-star hotel royal chefs, that is all weak.

"Daddy, that uncle is so annoying." While eating Lin Ruoshi couldn't help but

spit out a sentence, then she spoke with a smile, "But still, I blame mum's damn charm oh, it's
hard for dad to look so pretty."

"That's right, it's lucky your dad is good, otherwise how would such a beautiful

daughter-in-law be able to keep her." Lin Hao raised his eyebrows in triumph.

Lei Ling cried and laughed, "Can I assume that you guys are finding an excuse

to blow each other off commercially? But to be honest, that Chen Haobei is really quite
annoying. I don't know what he's up to."

Lin Hao put a piece of braised chicken leg into Lei Ling's bowl and shook his

head helplessly, "I'm also quite puzzled, the key is that this guy hasn't done anything else out
of the ordinary, so it's not good to beat him up for no reason."



Just now Lin Hao asked the sea tide clerk to check, including the Chen family,
the Zhao family, many families have started internal investigation and self weakening the

influence of the military and political circles, and also donated most of their properties, and
admonished all clansmen to keep a low profile and not to use the background of the old

ancestor as well as the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace to pressure people.

This point Lin Hao is incomparably surprised, really is serving people used to

it, thoughtful is thoughtful ah, than Lin Hao thought more broadly.

But the key Chen Haobei this goods ......

It is really inexplicable!

Chen Haobei has the right words: I love you, what does it matter to you!

The actual fact that he loves his, can you still interfere with him, so that he is
not allowed to love can not, really brain pain ah.

"Just beat him up, beat him up until he doesn't dare to love." Lei Ling waved
his hand in a domineering manner, and a few lightning rays flashed on his hand: "Love, love
him a bubble teapot! My brother's daughter-in-law, he's not allowed to love!"
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Lin Hao cried and laughed, this was a bit too overbearing.

The little girl didn't mind, she hurriedly raised her hand, "I agree I agree!"

Lin Hao did not have the good grace to interrupt them: "All right, don't even
think about it, I'll take you guys here to play for a few days to leave here, this side of things is
basically solved, as for Chen Haobei, I hope he doesn't make his own death, people didn't do
anything, we don't have to mess with people like this? The first thing you need to do is to get

a good idea of what you're doing."

Lin Hao has said so, Lei Ling also did not say anything else.

After a night's rest at the Sea Tide Immortal Palace, Lin Hao planned to go

climbing at Cloud Mountain, which is near the Baiyun Military District, but it is said that the

scenery there is good.

Originally, today's high spirits to climb the mountain, the results of the
mountain has not yet climbed it, just to the foot of the mountain, the whole day's good mood

completely ruined.

That's right, Chen Haobei is fucking here again!

"Little princess, are you guys going to climb the mountain? The scenery is very

ness, and today uncle has prepared all the picnic ingredients needed for the climb, as well as



the equipment, and there is no admission fee today, so don't worry about wasting uncle's
money, come on, here are your tickets." Chen Haobei handed them the tickets with a smile.

Lin Hao laughed: Sha Pi, why are you giving us tickets if you don't want them?

Don't think we don't know that you, a foolish guy with a lot of money, have all
the tickets for all the scenic spots today!

Lin Hao frowned and didn't bother to take the tickets from Chen Haobei's
hand, while Lei Ling glared viciously at Chen Haobei.

Key this guy completely ignored Lin Hao and Lei Ling's presence, his eyes
looking straight at Lin Ruoshi with a look of anticipation.

Lin Ruoshi was so scared that she pulled Lin Hao's hand, "Daddy, why don't we
not climb the mountain, actually that playground yesterday was quite fun."

"Was the playground fun little princess? That's great, I've already bought the
playground that you guys had fun on yesterday, you can have as much fun as you want, it
doesn't matter if it's torn down." Chen Haobei was energised at the sound of this.

Lin Hao was crying and laughing, you really have too much money to spend,
don't you?



It seems that the Chen family still donated less, it's time to let Chen Xuanfeng

mention it and let the Chen family donate it all.

"No, I don't like to go to the playground." Lin Ruoshi was all a bit speechless by
this guy, "Forget it, dad, let's just go home."

Lin Hao shook his head, he had come and brought a lot of materials for the

picnic, so he couldn't waste it.

Lin Hao took a little girl in one hand and walked towards the ticket office at
the entrance of Cloud Mountain.

"Hello sir welcome, please come in." The ticket clerk was a sweet and cute

young girl who was envious when she saw Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi, two cute little girls, this
handsome man was too good, and these two little girls were even cuter to the core.

I wonder how beautiful his wife must be, alas, envy.

"Give me three tickets, how much is the total?" Lin Hao pulled out his wallet.

"No, no money, the tickets are free today." The ticket collector was stunned for

a moment and hurriedly spoke up to explain.



"Cut the crap, how much is it exactly, two children's tickets and one member's
ticket."

The ticket collector was a bit dumbfounded, no, free tickets don't you get it?
You don't want to pay, but you have to pay? How come there are so many stupid people with

too much money today?

The young man, Chen, had directly bought the tickets to the scenic spot for the
day, allowing people to come and play for free, and now there was a handsome man with two

cute little girls, who didn't want free tickets, but had to buy them.

What the hell is wrong with this world?

"Sorry sir, it's really free today, we can't take your money, otherwise I'll be
punished." The ticket agent saw Chen Haobei keep winking at her, so she could only stiffen

her head and continue to refuse.

Lin Hao took a glance at the price displayed at the ticket counter and took out
money, just enough money for two children's tickets and one adult's ticket price, no more and
no less, and put it directly on the counter, although he was good enough to pull out his officer's
card and give the other party a glance: "We've given the money, if the supervisor gives you a
hard time, let him come to me, got it?"
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After saying that, Lin Hao pulled Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi directly into the scenic gates.



"Hey, don't you go, you stop!"

That ticket agent was freaking out, what the hell? Officer's pass, Major
General rank? You're not kidding me!

How old are you? You're not even 30 years old, you've got the rank of Major
General, what a lie!

But Lin Hao didn't stop, and the ticket girl got anxious: "No, I have to call the
police, how can such a young Major General, the rank of Major General, some people in their

fifties and sixties may not be able to get it."

Although the conductor girl did not understand the military rank system, she
still knew very well, which of those generals did not use the great battle achievements to

exchange for the rank.

Nowadays, it is basically a peaceful era, so there are not that many battle
achievements, unless one makes a great contribution to obtain such a rank.

The ticket girl picked up the phone and was about to call the police, but was
held down by Chen Haobei's direct hand: "Call the police if you want to die."

"Young Master Chen, what do you mean?" The ticket girl froze.



"His officer's card is real, you call the police to arrest him, it might be you who

might be invited to tea in the end." After saying that Chen Haobei waved his hand, "Go, all go
with me to accompany the little princess to climb the mountain."

Soon, a group of people dressed in casual clothes, more than thirty people
followed behind Chen Haobei, all in sportswear and dressed casually, but their movements

were very professional, wasn't this Chen Haobei's group of bodyguards.

Looking at Chen Haobei's group of people leaving in a flurry, the ticket girl
was dumbfounded!

Really, really?

Such a young officer with the rank of Major General!

Oh my God, so handsome and so capable, I love it!

At the same time, they were also excited and filled with curiosity as to how

much this man had contributed to China in exchange for such a glorious rank.

Lin Hao three people are good physical strength, climbing the mountain just

like a joke, climbing for half an hour, are about to reach the halfway point of the mountain, but
they did not even drop a drop of sweat, all the way leisurely and freely taking pictures and



playing, simply do not too fast, together with the mountain whether it is the elderly or young
people, all put this scene to envy.

"This little girl's strength is fantastic, she didn't even need to be held by an

adult on the way up, she didn't even lose a drop of sweat, it's amazing." An old man couldn't
help but speak with envy.

The grandmother next to him couldn't help but give him a blank look: "She has
good genes, unlike you, look at the three of them, did they sweat? They are not tired at all,
unlike you, you are as weak as anything."

The old man was speechless, why did he scold himself again? The old man was

speechless.

No, this old companion is the older the more fierce the dragon is ...... simply.

The old man gave an awkward smile and did not answer.

I have to say, the scenery of Yunshan is indeed good, is the scenic spot inside
the thieves expensive, the taste is good, but the scenic spot is not expensive, then it is not a
scenic spot.



Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi also had a great time, occasionally going under the
waterfall to play with the water, picking up those white pebbles and playing with them,
happy as can be, and said they would pick up all these pebbles to go home and get a massage

floor in the yard or something, which made Lin Hao laugh.

Of course, the trip was a real pleasure, and it would have been best if he hadn't
been followed by a bunch of followers.

Chen Haobei led more than 30 of his men, following Lin Hao almost
everywhere they went, and running up to them every now and then to offer a little courtesy,
which was simply speechless.

The three of them? Erzha whisked Wu dyed Erzha steak? All the way to the

temple at the top of the mountain, there is also a stone lock on the edge of the cliff behind the
temple, which is said to be a holy place for lovers to take their vows. The stone lock is called
the Concentric Lock, where one makes a distant wish and leaves a wish ribbon to be able to

guarantee that one's heart will be fulfilled and also to be together for a long time.
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"Really dad? Is it really that magical?" Hearing Lin Hao's explanation, Lin Ruoshi was very
curious, if it was really that magical, then next time she would ask her father to bring her

mother here and make a wish together, so that her mother and father could stay together for a
long time and never be separated again.

"It's just a gimmick of the scenic spot. Don't believe it, little princess. 99% of

the wishes you make here don't work, but the only 10% that do work is the wish to break up

with your partner!"



The only thing that works is to make a wish to break up with the person you're
with!" "What a long time, nine out of ten couples who come here to make a wish break up, and
it won't last more than three months, don't you think it's amazing?" Chen Haobei, who had
been following along, spoke up very honestly, he was from the demon capital, so naturally he
was familiar with this concentric lock in Yunshan!

Of course, Chen Haobei also had a selfish intention, if Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan

made a wish for eternal union here, if the one percent chance of the other party picking it up,
then what chance did he have?

Not to mention the one percent chance, he couldn't even give them both a

thousand percent chance.

Lin Ruoshi was instantly terrified, "Wow, that's not okay, I can't let mum and

dad come here to make a wish, it's too scary!"

Lei Ling glared at Chen Haobei without good grace and said helplessly, "Xiao
shi don't listen to his nonsense? The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what

you're doing. You forget, you treat him like an uncle, but he wants to be your father!"

"Hey, this, this is something that everyone knows, but Lei Ling you should not
say it so bluntly." Chen Haobei's shy and still somewhat squirming face almost made Lin Hao

vomit on the spot.



Even the bodyguards were confused, crap, was this their young master? It was

so fucking disgusting! ,

"Brother, I want to beat him up!" Lei Ling rolled up his sleeves and was about

to do it.

Lin Hao hurriedly stopped Lei Ling: "Not so much, not so much, calm down,
must be calm."

Although Lin Hao was also quite disgusted with this guy, but once Lei Ling did
it, it was no joke, Chen Haobei would be ruined.

Lin Hao instead looked at this location, where the concentric locks were
located, it happened to be a flat grassy area, with the ancient temple face at the back and the

front overlooking down to take in the entire demon capital scenery, it was simply a rare

bountiful guarantee.

With a big wave of his hand, Lin Hao took out those ingredients for the picnic
from within the space of his consciousness, and divided the work to start the picnic.

Seeing this, Chen Haobei waved his hand similarly, "Come on people, all bring
out the stuff, the little princess is hungry, prepare a delicacy for her!"



Unfortunately, Lin Hao and the others refused, they had no choice but to put

the things away, and even drove the bodyguards away to play elsewhere, Chen Haobei
cheekily came up to help.

Lin Hao wanted to refuse, but he was too thick-skinned to do so, so he did all

the dirty work.

Lin Ruo Shi loved roasting the meat of spiritual beasts, so she did it herself.
Although Lin Ruo Shi was very enthusiastic, the result was a bit unsatisfactory.

The outside was charred black, but the inside was still raw.

Lin Ruoshi took a bite and spat it all out.

The outside was blackened to carbon crunch, but the inside was still
bleeding ......

"Daddy, this is the roast meat I baked for you personally, you taste the taste
bah." Lin Ruoshi adorably handed that roast meat to Lin Hao, while winking mischievously

and looking at Lin Hao with a look of anticipation. Lin Hao rolled his eyes and rejected it

outright, wanting to poison your old man you've gone too far ah, being cute is useless.

Seeing that Lin Hao did not fall for it, the little devil bristled and handed the

roast meat to Lei Ling again, "Little aunt oh, this is the roast meat I personally roasted for you,



you quickly try it, and make sure to finish it oh, just now I tasted a bite, crunchy, crispy
outside and tender inside, wowse delicious!"

Pfft!

Lin Hao and Lei Ling both laughed, what kind of word is that, it's still
delicious!

What kind of word is that?
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The first time you tasted it in front of us, you could see the look of unhappiness on your face as
long as you were not blind, right?

The first thing you did was to say that it was for Lin Hao, and now you're
saying it's for Lei Ling.

The company's main goal is to provide the best possible service to its
customers.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are doing.



Small sample, class act.

"I ah, little princess me ah, I eat ah, this roast meat you do not look black, but
all the little princess's heart ah, and you look black, in fact, this is the authentic taste of roast
meat, just like bacon, no smoke and fire bacon are soulless!" Next to him, Chen Haobei's
mouth watered with greed, looking straight at the roast meat in Lei Ling's hand, black and
ugly and bleeding from the place where he bit.

"This roast meat should be like this, don't look black, but there must be a bit of
charcoal ash to be in the formation, look at this charcoal ash so much, that is the authentic of
the authentic, steak medium rare is the most tender, I see this roast meat is evenmore tender,
the little princess is great, the roast meat to be roasted to perfection, authentic!" He said and
gave a thumbs up.

Lei Ling's body was trembling, damn, this licking dog was invincible, this
roast meat that was obviously disliked to death had become superb in his mouth.

Lin Hao was also impressed to no end.

"You, you really want to eat it? I don't care if you have diarrhoea." Even Lin
Ruoshi was embarrassed to say that, this guy would definitely have diarrhoea after eating it,
what was wrong with her even feeling a little guilty and unbearable at heart?

"No, this is authentic roast meat, quite ness! Give it to me little princess, it's
all love, even if you get diarrhea because you ate roast meat roasted by the little princess

herself, it's still a painful and enjoyable treat."



"Huh~ it's so disgusting, here you go, eat it bah, diarrhea to death you have to."
Lin Ruoshi threw the roast meat to Chen Hao with a disgusted look on her face.

Chen Hao, on the other hand, was enjoying it so much that he held the roast

meat in his hand like a treasure and couldn't even bear to eat it.

The roast meat was half-cooked and charred on the outside, but it was still
edible, but they were used to eating perfectly roasted spirit beast meat, so they couldn't
really eat it.

"This is the goddess daughter personally roasted meat ah, just want to, wow
plug stick, this taste contains rich spiritual qi, lock the spiritual qi, this is the legendary
precious incomparable spiritual beast meat, this is all the little princess to my love ah." The
bastard was still partial to being cheap, while chewing and swallowing small bites to taste the
taste, his mouth was even praising.

"Tsk, this bite was bitten by the little princess, isn't this equal to the goddess's
daughter indirectly kissing me, wow's, even if it's not an indirect kiss with the goddess, it's
still happiness, love, it feels like going to heaven."

Lin Hao: ......



Lin Ruoshi: ( ￣皿￣), I regret, this roast meat to the second dog to eat is

better than to this guy, even if it is thrown away, ah ah, this uncle so evil? Shan whisk serve

grill Lu Xidian Lu? Heart.

Lei Ling twisted his body and made a crackling and crunching sound, "I can't
help it!"

Lin Hao shrugged, this time he didn't even bother to stop Lei Ling, this guy is
really too disgusting, even Lin Hao himself can't help but want to do it okay, disgusting
personal ah.

That Chen Haobei was enjoying himself when suddenly his whole body
suffered a heavy blow, Lei Ling's attack had already arrived.

"You make me feel disgusting, disgusting! It's disgusting!" Lei Ling scolded as
he struck, subjecting the bastard to a real social beating.

"å'¨O′|å

Ow~~, it's fine for you to hit me, no touching the roast meat the little

princess gave me wow." Chen Haobei was beaten up and screamed, but he was deadly
protective of the roast, not even letting the dust get on it, but any poor protection of the roast,
a trace of dust falling on the roast is his own dereliction of duty, this is disrespect to the little
princess this hard work ah.



The key was that the roast was lying clean in his hand, and he used all his aura

to protect the roast, but not himself.
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Lin Hao and Lin Ruo Shi are a bit unbearable to watch, he is just a poor licking dog ah, let him
go.

Lei Ling was also too beaten to get down, not the least bit relieved not to

mention that he actually felt a bit sorry for him, what the hell is the inexplicable guilt.

"Here you are all yours, it's all yours." Lin Ruoshi gave Chen Haobei all the
roast meat she had roasted, at the same time Lin Ruoshi looked at Chen Haobei with pity,
"Uncle, listen to a word of advice from Xiaoshi, why don't you become a dog when you're not
a good human being, what's so good about being a dog?"

Lin Hao and the others were also made to lose their appetite and were ready to
leave.

Chen Haobei nodded his head frantically as he listened, "I'm touched to death,
woohoo, the little princess actually cares so much about me, is this the golden city's cause for
the golden stone to open? Hohahaha, I'm going to tell you guys loud and clear! What's wrong
with being a dog! Woof! Woof woof!"

The people who were just about to leave stumbled. What the hell? I can't hide
from them even if I can't afford it?



The actual fact is that you can't get a lot of money from the company.

The bodyguards of Chen Haobei came to see their own young master like this,
all admired to the bottom of their hearts, bully ah, this is the king of licking dogs? It's a pity
that ordinary people can't do it.

"What are you looking at? You guys know nothing, the white swan often can't
carry the pursuit of a toad, none of you understand, martyr girls are afraid of stalking their boy,
as long as you are shameless enough, there is no girl you can't chase, there is no fear of having
a corner that can't be dug!" Chen Haobei declared his life motto with a proud face.

The little brother next to him hurriedly took out his notebook and wrote it
down, chanting: I've learned, I'll go and try this trick on my goddess!

"I'll also try this on Old Wang's daughter-in-law next door!"

The next day, Chen Haobei was shocked to find that two-thirds of his 30-odd
bodyguards did not show up for work, and the dozen or so who did, were either bruised and
swollen, holding their arms or limping. What kind of a martyr would do that to you?

As for Lin Hao's side, he has returned home and feels relieved, mainly because
Chen Haobei is a person that you can beat up, but it's useless to beat him up, he still comes up

like a dog's skin, you can't do anything about it.



The key is that he is not guilty to death, you can't just kill him, right?

When Lin Hao came back, Xu Fanghua was very happy, but Xu Fanghua
probably sensed that Lin Hao's stay at home would not be too long.

When they heard the news of Lin Hao's return, JunWuhui and Mo Tianji rushed

to the house to pay their respects to Lin Hao, and even Yunruo and Xu Linglong came over.

It was quite lively.

The two of them have become more and more mature and attractive. Now Xu

Linglong is still maintaining her original duties, in charge of the security of the financial team,
while the Heaven Sent Justice team has also been merged into the Tianhai Group.

Yun Ruo continues to manage the charity foundation, although the Tianhai
Group and its three branches have inextricable ties with Lin Hao, but Lin Hao has long since
divorced himself from it.

This is also the reason why Lin Hao did not take the initiative to look for them

and they did not come to Lin Hao for so long. They are indeed illusionary spirit masters now,
but they clearly feel that they can no longer blend into Lin Hao's world.

When Lin Hao saw them, he also felt very emotional: "The two little girls have
grown up, they are more and more beautiful, and I don't know which brat they will end up

taking advantage of."



"Go, go, Lin Hao, you're not that old, how come your clothes are as old as a

little old man, don't you think it's weird?" Xu Linglong glared at Lin Hao, and Yun Ruo next

to her laughed along with him.
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The two actually want to say, cheap who that is not easy to say, they would prefer to cheap Lin
Hao, but unfortunately Lin Hao daughter more so big, and the couple is so loving, they
naturally will not make transgressions.

This is also the reason why they hardly come to Jinling, even though their home

is in Jinling and the headquarters of the major companies in Tianhai are also in Jinling, they are
not in Jinling.

Of course, they would not say these words out loud.

"Hey, let's not talk about that, I'm gluttonous, that spirit beast meat is not

enough, and it's the most authentic roasted spirit beast meat that you've got, Brother Lin." Jun
Wu Ren smiled as he came up and climbed on Lin Hao's shoulders, as close as he had been

back then, fighting side by side as brothers.

Just this one action, both of them stiffened for a moment, i.e. familiar and

seemingly very strange.



Both of them then laughed out loud, "All right, you guys can eat and drink my

food as hard as you want, you have to help if you want to eat good food, and you all came over,
why don't you call Gu Yue and the others over, it's not bad for you to have this meal."

"Haha, as expected of the Lin family's master, it's just a big deal, then we
won't be too polite." Soon Gu Yue and Night One came along with a group of people, and the

Lin family became lively again.

It was as if when Lin Hao returned, the Lin family would be so lively that even

Chen Kai, Lin Yin and a few of them came from thousands of miles to dine with him.

When Xu Fang Hua saw this scene, she sighed helplessly: "This brat is only so
lively at home, but when he goes out, the Lin family is as if they are angry."

The corners of Lin Rui's mouth twitched at the side: "What? So we don't count
as people?

While the Lin family was in the midst of a lively affair, a very uncomfortable

voice rang out, "Tsk, what are you eating? This is too lively, it smells so good, I'm drooling!"

"Mr Lin Hao, do you mind if I come uninvited and rub a meal in?"

Lin Hao blushed? Closed service er ai er closed dye ground? Black, this
fucking can't get rid of still?



"Close the door and enlarge the bear, if you don't waste him, this roast meat

has no part for you big bear!"

So, the inside of the Lin house was buzzing with laughter and tall talk

constantly coming out of the courtyard.

Outside the house, the sound of Chen Haobei's miserable screams was heard,
and Big Bear's sandbagged fists were not at all polite.

Besides, if he didn't waste him, he wouldn't have the chance to eat barbecued
meat.

Chen Haobei was on the verge of having his breath interrupted when Xu
Fanghua heard the commotion and ran over to stop down and ask what was going on.

"Grandma Xu, I, I just came to rub a meal, ah, is it necessary to be like this."
Chen Haobei wanted to cry, he had put eyes all over the demon capital and searched for a day

without finding Lin Hao and the others.

He found out later that Lin Hao and his group had gone back to Jinling, so Chen
Haobei took a special plane and came all the way to the Lin family in Jinling.



He thought that the Lin family is also a big family, not tomention that there are

so many outsiders in the house, it is not necessary to kick people out on the spot.

But who knew that the courtyard was full of Lin Hao's friends and brothers who
had fought alongside him, all of them were family, so he really kicked them out on the spot.

Lin Hao was really annoyed by this guy these days.

Thick skin? Then let's beat your cheek even thicker, just ask you if it hurts and
be done with it.

"What's wrong with you, Big Bear? Everyone who comes is a guest, how can

you treat a guest like that?" Xu Fang Hua frowned full of displeasure, the other party is not
looking for trouble, even if they don't know each other or have some opinions, they don't need
to be like this ah.

"That's right, it's still Grandma Xu who knows what's right, after all, what bad
intentions can I, an upright person, have." Chen Haobei nodded repeatedly, not caring about
his bloody nose, his teeth had been knocked out twice, and his speech was leaking a bit.

The big bear scratched his head a little aggrieved, then admitted his mistake:
"Grandma I was wrong, but the big master said, this guy wants to dig him out not to mention

that he also wants to be my little master's father, he ......"
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Boom!

The big bear hadn't even finished speaking yet, Xu Fang Hua's body suddenly
burst out with a terrifying spiritual pressure, his aura was in full swing, damn hitting who's
idea is not good, hitting his own grandson in-law's idea, you're tired of living, right?

"Big Bear you did a great job, just now was my fault, please go, throw this to

the Qin Huai River to feed the fish, come back I let Xiao Hao reward you with a few more

pieces of spirit beast roast meat." Xu? Close yi yi grill er lu lu wu? Fang Hua turned around

indignantly and locked the courtyard door with a bang.

"Thank you, Grandma." The big bear was excited, alas, the boy was really right,
Grandma Xu is just sensible, ah, not blame yourself and reward yourself.

"No, I ...... I step on the horse crack!" Just fine, how suddenly to throw him to

feed the fish? Chen Haobei are dumbfounded ah.

The big bear doesn't care about Chen Haobei's chatter, he directly slaps Chen
Haobei unconscious and picks up the bastard and throws him to the Qinhuai River.

The man was an illusionist and his realm was not low, so even if he was
knocked unconscious and thrown into the river, he would not die of suffocation, but at most he
would suffer a little.



In the courtyard of the Lin family, Mo Tianji and Jun Wu Regret were laughing

and talking with Lin Hao's group, eating meat and drinking wine.

Only no one asked Lin Hao about his recent situation, nor did they ask about

Lin Hao's experiences, and likewise did not mention the previous events.

Lin Hao also felt the weirdness of the atmosphere, and likewise did not bother
to mention it.

Once was in the past, and now we were still good friends, getting together

once in a while. As for the road ahead, they were no longer qualified to accompany Lin Hao on

his journey, although it was a bit solid.

Lin Hao had already gone to a height they needed to look up to.

Jun Wu Ren was probably drunk and pulled Lin Hao to talk about the great
days of the past, such as the fight against the Western European Church, the battle against the
Iron Wings of Rice on the high seas and so on, and his words were full of nostalgia for the old
days.

The people around them suddenly fell silent, and Mo Tianji couldn't help but

speak up to dissuade Jun Wuhuai: "Wuhuai, you've had too much to drink, go and rest now."

"More than one fart! I can't get drunk even if I drink another ten pounds, I
didn't say anything wrong! Can't I talk about my experiences back then? Those were my



experiences, my memories, I can talk about them if I want to, I can recall them if I want to,
what's wrong with that." Instead of listening to Mo Tianji's advice, Jun Wu Regret used the

strength of his wine to say all the words in his heart.

Many people, both explicitly and implicitly, were looking at Lin Hao's
reaction, but Lin Hao smiled spontaneously and drained his cup of wine, "What Wu Regret

said is right, the great years back then are all good memories we experienced together, and
you will always be my brothers."

"So ah, nothing to go around more, more string, of course, when string don't
come empty handed isn't it, after all, you all are not any poor people, old eat me will be no

fun ah."

"Haha, you stingy guy, you still want us to send gifts can not come

empty-handed, we are all a bunch of wage earners, outside each one called us boss, in fact you
are the boss, do not have to do anything, but still get the most money." The atmosphere was no
longer as weird as before, and everyone had let go, it really seemed like they were back in

the beginning, the brotherhood had remained the same from start to finish.

"That's my ability, you guys can do the same if you have the ability, you can't,
that means you can't compare to me, what do you have to complain about." Lin Hao bristled
while laughing, "The main thing is that you guys aren't as handsome as me and your

daughter-in-law isn't as pretty as me!"

"Crap, Lin Hao, you're shameless!"

"Daughter-in-law, he cursed you, dish him out!"



The courtyard was in chaos and confusion, but everyone's faces were filled with
sincere laughter.

Xu Fanghua, who was not involved, and Lin Rui stood in the attic watching

everything in the courtyard, Xu Fanghua's face was also filled with smiles.

Lin Rui couldn't even help but sigh, "This group of people are all genuine
friends of Xiao Hao, Xiao Hao's position is getting higher and higher, they don't want to give
Xiao Hao trouble, moreover they don't want people to think that it's because of Xiao Hao that
they are where they are today, so none of them have the heart to keep coming to Xiao Hao, or
even intentionally take the initiative to distance themselves."
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Xu Fanghua smiled, "But they don't know that there are some friendships, even if they are
thousands of miles apart, no matter how long it has been since they have seen each other, but
when they meet again, they are still the same as they were at the beginning of the year, they
have never changed, if they have such a friend, then this person has not come in this life for

nothing, it is worth it."

"Then isn't Xiao Hao just a little too worth it?" Lin Rui just finished being

thrown over with a head hammer by Xu Fanghua.

......



Inside the Qin family's ancestral shrine in the northern district of the capital,
hundreds of people, both ordinary people and illusionists, had gathered, all kneeling and
worshipping outside the ancestral shrine.

"Please reveal the Great God Deja, we faithfully pray for the hearing of the
Great God Deja and we will always believe in the Great God Deja."

"Please reveal the Great God Deja, we will contribute to you with our purest
faith! My family, my friends, I want them all to believe in You!"

...... What the hell is this making it sound like a pyramid scheme?

Outside the ancestral shrine, there were a few of Lin Hao's acquaintances
standing in the attic watching the scene, two men and two women.

The leading man clasped his hands to his chest and looked coldly at the scene
below, "This is already the second batch of believers today."

The Qin family? The Pao Di Ai Yi Pao Yi Yi Yi Yi Yi? The youngest elder of the

side line, Qin Fengyue.

The soft woman next to him had glowing eyes, that was Qin Feng Yue's
younger sister Qin Xiaorou, very excitedly said, "Brother you are too powerful, this time the

old ancestor will definitely choose you, in the future among the side lineage, those people will
no longer dare to make things difficult for us siblings. "



"Xiao Rou is right, let's build up our strength, with the help of the old ancestor,
this revenge will be avenged, don't worry, I will fight hard for you on the side of the main

family, when the time comes, help my husband take his revenge, drive Lin Hao out of the Lin
family and regain everything that belongs to my husband in the Lin family!" The delicate face
of a woman at the back was filled with hatred, as was the man next to her, and when the name

Lin Hao was mentioned in particular, both of their faces were filled with a strong hatred.

The woman smelled of Qin Bingyu of the main family of the capital in-laws,
and his husband Lin Yao Yan of the Lin family, that previous battle between the main family

and the side family of the Lin family ended with Lin Hao winning big and Lin Yao Yan being

dethroned thus rebelling from the Lin family and leading those side family supporters to
merge into the Qin family of the capital.

Qin Bingyu used his status as a member of the main family to regain Lin
Yaoyan's cultivation status, and even gained the admiration of the Qin family's ancestor, but
he also turned into a human being and a ghost.

He hated it, it was all Lin Hao's doing! It was all Lin Hao's fault!

The Lin family was within his grasp but Lin Hao had taken everything from

him, he had lost everything and was now no longer a human being!

Lin Hao must die!

"Don't worry sister Bing Yu, my brother he's sure ......"



"Shut up!" Qin Fengyue coldly interrupted Qin Xiaorou's words, her little sister
was just too stupid, she was being used as a gun and still didn't know it, Lin Yaoyan and Qin

Bingyu were no good.

"Tomorrow the number of believers may be even smaller, this is the foot of
heaven, moreover under the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace to engage in such an organization is no
different from playing with one's life, and there are already relevant authorities up there who

are paying attention." Qin Fengyue's tone was still cold, and he did not take Qin Bingyu and

Lin Yaoyan into consideration at all.

Qin Bingyu is just a poisonous woman, and Lin Yaoyan is even more rubbish, a
waste of time who is incapable of complaining to the heavens and hates everyone, and never

knows how to think about his own problems?

Sensing the contempt in Qin Fengyue's tone, Lin Yaoyan was like a cat whose
foot had been stepped on, and immediately exploded: "What do you mean, Qin Fengyue? It's
a great honour for you to be given this opportunity and you still don't know how to cherish it,
danger? What's so dangerous about it! It's not like we're harming them by developing

believers, we're helping them!"

"A bad pyramid scheme is a pyramid scheme, but a good one is insurance, what
the hell do you know!"

"I'm telling you, if you don't do this thing, some people do!" Lin Yaoyan said
this with a fierce expression full of hostility, Qin Fengyue was just a tool man for the couple,
what qualifications did he have to refute?



When I get the Lin family back in my hands, what are you worth? You are just

a puppet of the side line!

Do you really think you are the pride of the side line and the favour of the main
family? You are nothing but a tool to appease the side line!
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